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Abstract
The BBGKY's chain of quantum kinetic equations that describes the system of Boltzmann
particles interacting by delta potential is solved with the help of nonlinear Schrodinger's equa-
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From the second quarter of the 20th century, when the BBGKY's chain of kinetic equations
[N.N.Bogoliubov, 1970]-[J.Yvon, 1935] had been formulated the problem of solution of chain ki-
netic equations is still a challanging problem. A big step in the solution of all chain was done in
the seventies by Prof.D.Y.Petrina and his colleagues [D.Ya. Petrina,1972]-[D.Ya. Petrina, 1979].
They proved the existence and uniqueness of solution of BBGKY's chain for classic and quan-
tum cases. But the problem of obtaining BBGKY's chain explicit solution for physical purposes
remained.
Brilliant results of solution of nonlinear equations, in particular nonlinear Schrodinger equation
[C.S.Gardner, J.M.Green, M.D.Kruskal, R.M.Miura, 1967]-[B.A.Dubrovin, C.P.Novikov,1974],
and results of investigation of systems interacting by potential in the form of delta function
[E.H.Lieb, W.Liniger, 1963]-[C.N.Yang, C.P.Yang,1969] opened prospects for obtaining explicit
solution of BBGKY's chain. Based on some physical assumption on potential (week potential)
and the density (high density) the heuristic soliton solution of Vlasov's quantum equation and
BBGKY's chain of quantum kinetic equations [D.Ya.Petrina, V.Z.Enolskiy,1976] have been ob-
tained.
In the beginning of the nineties for the rst time by operator method, later on basis of relation
following from self-consistent condition by M.Yu.Rasulova [M.Yu.Rasulova,1991] it was proved
that BBGKY's chain, describing the evolution of Bose [M.Yu.Rasulova,1997]-
[M.Yu.Rasulova, B.I.Sattarov,1991] and Fermi [Rasulova M.Yu., Muradov T.T., 1998] particles
interacting by delta potential ( > 0) has solution in terms of Bethe ansatz.
This paper is dedicated to soliton solution of BBGKY's chain of quantum kinetic equations for









the coordinates and N is the quantity of particles.












. The evolution of this system is described by the sequences of density matrices












































































































































































) is the density matrix, x is the particle coordinate, [ , ] is the

















































































































































































































































































for any k 6= l. Then, the


































































































of an innite chain of equa-























) will satisfy the initial conditions (2), the normalization condition (3)










































































































































































































































































































































   dx
s
= 1:




































































The self-consistency condition is not diÆcult to check with (8). Let's introduce the notations
'
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Theorem 1. To satisfy equation (5) with the condition (2) it is necessary and suucient that





















































































































) in form (7), and make the



















) we substitute right
parts of the (9) and (11). Further, we obtain the equation (5) using the relation (8).
One can also show the opposite. We can state that the solution of the equation (5) is re-
























































) on t, and using (8) we obtain (10).














Therefore, we can conclude: if the density matrix (7) is a solution of the equation (5) with the



















are solutions of corresponding equations
(9),(11) satisfying to conditions (10) and (12).
Theorem 2. The solution of the chain of quantum kinetic BBGKY's equations with delta
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for any k 6= l one can nd by soliton





























at  < 0 [B.E.Zaharov,1971],[B.E.Zaharov, A.B.Shabat,1971],[D.Ya.Petrina, V.Z.Enolskiy,1976].
Proof: As is known from [B.E.Zaharov,1971], [B.E.Zaharov, A.B.Shabat,1971],
[D.Ya.Petrina, V.Z.Enolskiy,1976], functions (13),(14) are soliton solutions of the nonlinear Schrodinger
equation with initial conditions (10), (12) at  > 0 and  < 0, respectively. Here the case  < 0
is not considered for systems of Bose particles [E.H.Lieb, W.Liniger, 1963]. In (13) parameter




















If  < 0, than N < const and '(t; x) ! 0 at x! 1: In formula (14)  is the amplitude,  is
the velosity, x
0
is the center of position and 
 is the phase of the soliton. The relation between





where N is the number of particles.




















































































where ' is dened by (13) or (14). This result also may be easily obtained using relation of
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